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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper, we designed a smart antenna system based on multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm for 

direction of arrival (DOA) estimation using two dimensional uniform linear array (2D-ULA). Antenna array configurations 

namely, ULA and uniform rectangular array (URA) show the inability for direction finding of desired (user) signal at grazing 

incidence. This problem can be solved by using this 2D-ULA. This configuration consists of doubly crossed horizontal and 

vertical ULAs with the computational load of 2L element–ULA. Here ‘L’ is the number of antenna elements used in the array. 

In this work, the proposed 2D-MUSIC presents improvement of about 20-22 dBs in noise floor as compared to classical 

method. Hence 2D-MUSIC is accurate, robust and efficient and is a suitable candidate for future mobile communications. 
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 Smart antenna systems have been an attractive 

solutions to the problem related to spectrum estimation 

and detection [B.Gershman, 1997]-[Barabell, A. J, 1983]. 

The future wireless applications are characterized by a 

superior performance and adaptive nature. Generally 

fixed beam framing is utilized at base station of wireless 

communication system which has a drawback of system 

performance and adaptive techniques [Cheng Qian, 

2014],[M.Max and J.Sheinvald,1994]  One methodology 

for expanding these necessities utilizes spatial processing 

with adaptive antenna array [Ming-Yang Cao et al, 

2015]. 

 As the need of remote correspondence 

applications are expanding the accessible 

electromagnetic spectrum band is getting swarmed step 

by step [R.O.Schmidt, 1986]. From the numerous 

inquiries, it has been found that the allocated range 

(licensed spectrum) is not used appropriately in light of 

spectrum. It has turn out to be most hard to discover 

empty groups either to set up another administration or to 

upgrade the current one. One solution to such kind of 

issues is the ‘element spectrum management’ which 

enhances the use of range [S.Jeng et al, 1997]. In 

cognitive radios the spectrum detection is the major 

challenge [Veerendra et al, 2015]. This problem can be 

solved using the smart antenna technology. Smart 

antenna uses numerous DOA algorithms, namely, 

Bartlett, maximum Eigen value, maximum likelihood 

and MUSIC [Veerendra et al, 2014]. Among these, 

MUSIC is the most popular and widely used algorithm 

for spectrum estimation. In this work we studied this 

algorithm using 2D-ULA.    

Array Signal Model 

Consider an array of L elements with L potential 

weights. Let it receives M narrow band source signals SM 

from desired users arriving at directions θ1,  θ2…. θ M as  

 Z Shown in Fig. 1. The array also receives I 

narrow band source signals Si from undesired (or 

interference) users arriving at directions θ1, θ2…. θI. At a 

particular instant of time t=1,2….K, where K is the total 

number of snapshots taken. The desired user signal 

vector xM(t)= XM can be defined as  

XM ∑
=

=
M

m

ma
1

)(θ SM                                              (1)   

 Where, a(θm) is the L x 1 array steering vector 

which represents the array response at direction θm and  is 

given by 

a(θm) ;])1([exp( T

mnj ϕ−=   1 ≤ n ≤ L               (2) 

 Where [(.)]
T
 is the transposition operator, and 

φm represents the electrical phase shift from element to 

element along the array [Veerendra et al, 2016]. This can 

be defined by 

 

Figure 1: Geometry of ULA 
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 where d=λ/2 is the inter-element spacing and λ 

is the wavelength of the received signal. The desired 

users signal vector XM of (1) can be written as 

XM MA= SM                                                          (4) 

 Where AM is the L x M matrix of the desired 

users signal direction vectors and is given by 

AM )](),....(),([ 21 Maaa θθθ=                          (5)                                 

 And S is the M x 1 desired users source 

waveform vector defined as 

S [ ]TMS......SS 21=                                (6)                            

 The undesired (or interference) user signal 

vector XI   is 

XI  = AI i                                                                 (7) 

 Where AI is the L x 1 matrix of the undesired 

users signal direction vectors and is given by 

AI [ ]TIaaa )(......)()( 21 θθθ=               (8) 

 And i is the I x 1 undesired (or interference) 

users source waveform vector defined as 

i [ ]TIiii ....21=                                        (9)                                   

 The overall received signal vector X can be 

written as 

X=XM tn+ XI                                                       (10) 

 Where,  ‘nt’ represents white Gaussian noise 

with zero mean and σ
2
 variance. The conventional 

estimate of the correlation matrix is defined as 

=ℜ E[X X
H

]                                                        (11) 

 where E{.} represents the ensemble average; 

and (.)
H

 is the Hermitian operator. The above equation 

can be approximated by applying temporal averaging 

over K snapshots (samples) taken from the signals 

incident on the sensor array. This leads to forming a 

spatial correlation matrix ℜ  given by 

∑
=

=ℜ
K

kK 1

H
X X

1
                                              (12) 

Substituting for X from (10) in (12) gives 

H

IiiI

H

kk

H

MssM AAnnAA ℜ++ℜ=ℜ                   (13) 

 where ssℜ =E{ss
H
} is an M x M desired users 

source waveform correlation matrix; 
iiℜ =E{ii

H
)} is an I 

x I undesired users source waveform correlation matrix.. 

Finally, equation (13) can be rewritten as 
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Here, I is an identity matrix of size L x L. 

MUSIC algorithm 

 MUSIC [6] is an acronym which stands for 

MUltiple SIgnal Classification. This algorithm was 

developed by Schmidt in 1986. This is a spectral 

estimation based method which exploits the 

orthogonality of the noise subspace with the array 

correlation matrix. It promises to provide unbiased 

estimates of the number of signals, the angles of arrival 

and the strengths of the waveforms. 

 From array correlation matrixℜ can find M 

eigen vectors associated with the signals and L-M 

eigenvectors associated with the noise. Then we have to 

choose the eigen vectors associated with the smallest 

eigen values. Noise eigenvectors subspace of order L x 

(L-M) is constructed and is given as  

EN [ ]MLeeee −= ,........,, 111                                      (15) 

 The noise subspace eigen vectors are orthogonal 

to the array steering vectors at the angles of arrivals θ1, 

θ2…. θD.  The pseudo-spectrum - a function that gives an 

indication of the angle of arrival based upon maxima 

versus angle for MUSIC is given as  

( )
( ) )(
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θ
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H
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MU =                     (16) 

Proposed MUSIC using 2D-ULA (2D-MUSIC) 

 It consists of doubly crossed ULAs, i.e., 

superposition of horizontal and vertical ULA and has 

identical size and computational load as compared to 

ULA.  Fig. 2 shows the geometry of horizontal–vertical 

ULA.  

 Now, let us apply all components of the 

received signal (1) to the above geometry to analyse the 

performance. The user signal X
 
can then be modelled for 

k snapshots as: 

X=Xh+Xv= ( )
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 Here ( )mha θ and ( )mva θ are the L x 1  array 

steering vectors of horizontal- and vertical array 

respectively. The expressions of these steering vectors 

are given by:
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d
nj 
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Figure 2:  Geometry of horizontal–vertical ULA. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed algorithms are simulated using the 

parameters tabulated in Table I. In our simulation we 

considered four mobile users with DOA=[-60
o
  10

o
  40

o
  

60o] using 10 and 100 antenna elements. Figs. 3 and 4 

show the spectrum of proposed and classical MUSIC 

algorithm for antenna elements, L=10 and  100 

respectively. Figs.  5 and 6 show the eigen value 

magnitude (EVM) for all the eigen values using L=10 

and  100 respectively. 

Table I: Experimental Parameters 

S. 

No 
Parameters Values 

1 Type of Antenna Array 2D-ULA 

2 Number of array elements  (L) 10 and 50 

3 Pass band frequency Range (3-4)GHz 

4 Inter element spacing (d) d = λ/2 

5 Number of snapshots  (K) 100 and 200 

6 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 20 dB 

7 Base band frequency 1 KHz 

 

 

Figure 3: MUSIC spectrum for L=10, K=200, DOA[-

60
o
  10

o
  40

o
  60

o
] 

 

Figure 4: MUSIC spectrum for L=50, K=200, DOA[-

60
o
  10

o
  40

o
  60

o
] 

 

Figure 5:  Number of eigen values versus EVM for 

L=10 
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Figure 6: Number of eigen values versus EVM for 

L=50 

 Following points are observed from the 

simulation results. 

1. 2D-MUSIC algorithm presents about 20dBs 

improvement in noise floor for L=10 as shown in Fig.  

4. 

2. When antenna elements are increased to 50, it gives 

about 22 dBs improvement as shown in Fig.  4. 

3. As antenna elements are increased, beam of algorithm 

increases and this gives high directivity. 

4. As compared to classical MUSIC algorithm, proposed 

method gives sharper output indicating high 

directivity. 

5. Both the methods are subspace based methods. Means 

separates the noise and signal subspace by 

decomposing the eigen values. Hence we find only 

four eigen values in Figs.   5 and 6 indicating four 

mobile users in different directions. 

6. Samples or snapshots play a vital role in improving 

the resolution of DOA estimation. This fact is proved 

in Fig.   4. Sharper beams are produced in figure 4 

because of more samples (200) as compared to figure 

3 which uses only 100. 

7. It is very important to note that, though samples are 

directly proportional to resolution and directivity, 

optimum numbers of samples are recommended to 

avoid the huge computational burden. 

CONCLUSION 

 The smart antenna system for DOA estimation 

based on popular subspace based MUSIC algorithm 

using 2D novel ULA has been designed. Its performance 

is analyzed by varying various antenna parameters 

including, antenna elements, snapshots and signal to 

noise ratio. The proposed method is compared with the 

classical MUSIC algorithm using same parameters. 

Simulation results show that the proposed method 

presents about 20-22dBs improvement and the better 

angular resolution over the classical method. Hence the 

proposed method is more robust, stable and accurate and 

can be used in the advanced 4G-LTE and beyond mobile 

communications.  
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